PRESS RELEASE: CEB (Commodity Exchange Bratislava) opened Suspicious Carbon Credits Registry

Bratislava – Slovakia - March the 14th 2011 - Commodity Exchange Bratislava opened SCC (Suspicious Carbon Credits) Registry.

SCC Registry is opened for the purpose of blocking the trades with stolen carbon credits, recycled CERs, or other credits used for other fraud. SCC Registry gains data of suspicious credits directly from emitters, government or publish list of stolen credits. Emitters can submit blocks directly in the registry. When they do, the trust value is set to 0%. After CEB confirms the authenticity of suspicious credits, the trust value will increase.

We ask all emitters, to submit their suspicious blocks into the registry.

SCC Registry is up and running for free to all emitters and traders, but we ask all other trading platforms that want to have programmic access to the registry to finance this registry. We would like also to see the subsidy from the European Commission to supply this registry further with zero costs to public.


CEB is the only regulated commodity exchange in Slovakia. It started the operations in 1992. In 2005 first trade with carbon credits was cleared at the exchange and since then the carbon market is one of the primary sectors at the exchange. Last quarter 348.002 credits were traded at CEB in average price 15,194 EUR.
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